A Short Introduction to Chemistry
Species
The world is made up of things. In Chemistry we call things “species”.
State Symbols
Some of the things that you see around you are solid (e.g. an iron bar) so we write the symbol “(s)”
after it to indicate that it exists as a solid, and other things exist as liquids (e.g. Water or Mercury) so
we write the symbol “(l)” to indicate this, and other things exist as gases so we write the symbol “(g)”
after them. However, things can also be something dissolved in water therefore we write “(aq)” after
them. (That comes from the Latin word “aqua”, and the symbol stands for “aqueous” or “aquated”.)
Everything can, exist as a solid (s), and on heating it will become a liquid (l), and then on heating
further it will become a gas (g). For instance, Water exists as a solid at temperatures up to 0˚C, and it
is a liquid at temperatures of 0˚-100˚ C and a pressure of 1 atmosphere, and at a pressure of 1
atmosphere it exists as a gas above 100˚ C . However, when they are heated, some things that are
solid at room temperature, can go straight from the solid state to the gaseous state. This process is
called “sublimation”. This involves something called the triple point pressure – and Carbon
Dioxide, on heating at room temperature and a pressure of 1 atmosphere, will indeed “sublime”
straight from the solid state to the gaseous state. At pressures below the triple point pressure, an
increase in temperature will result in a solid being converted to a gas without passing through the
liquid phase. Iodine will also sublime at room temperature – but only if heated at a pressure of
< 0.12 atmospheres.
Elements
A piece of pure Iron is made from nothing but Iron, and a piece of pure Gold is made from nothing
but Gold, and a balloon filled with pure Helium would contain nothing but Helium. Things that are
made of nothing but themselves are called “elements”. The official definition of an element is
something that contains only one type of atom.
An atom (on average about 10–10 m or 1.0 x 10–10 m)
(One nanometre is 1 x 10–9 m, therefore an atom is one order of magnitude smaller than a nanometre.)
If you keep dividing a piece of gold into smaller and smaller pieces, then you would eventually get to
such a small piece of gold that if you tried to divide it further it would stop being a piece of gold. If
you divide an atom then you get to protons/electrons/and neutrons. These are the three important subatomic particles at GCSE and at ‘A’ Level. (If you go on and read Physics or Chemistry at University,
then you will learn about things called “positrons” and “quarks” and “muons” and things like that –
but you will not hear about them at either GCSE or at ‘A’ Level) where an “atom” is the smallest
physical manifestation of an element. If you divide it further, an atom will stop being an “atom” and it
will be broken up into protons/electrons/and neutrons.
Protons
Every element that there is, is defined by the number of PROTONS that there are in its atoms.
As you will see from the Periodic Table on page 4, Hydrogen has one and only one proton in its atoms.
Helium has 2 / Lithium has 3 / Carbon has 6 / Oxygen has 8 / Chlorine has 17 / Bromine has 35 /
…………….……… and so on. It is the number of protons in its atom that defines an element.
Please always remember that, because it is SO important.
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Protons/Electrons/and Neutrons
At GCSE level, (cf. the diagramme below) this is how protons/electrons/and neutrons are shown as
making up an atom. At GCSE level they are represented as electrons orbiting around a nucleus of
protons and neutrons (a bit like the Earth orbits the Sun). As you read this Note you will see why, at
GCSE and at ‘A’ Level, protons and electrons are much more important than neutrons.

Source: https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/675540012838972665/

The diagramme above shows Protons as having a positive charge, and Electrons as having a negative
charge and Neutrons as having no charge.

Charge
The electrostatic force of attraction, or the charge on something, is a fundamental physical force of
attraction between oppositely charged particles. This is the force of attraction that underlies a huge
amount of Physics and Chemistry.

Electrons (it is difficult to measure their size, but electrons are physically VERY small entities)
An electron is a very small particle (and it can also be thought of as a wave) that has a single negative
charge. In contrast to an electron, a proton has a single POSITIVE charge, and the size of that
positive charge is exactly the same as the size of the negative charge on an electron. At this level of
Chemistry, when describing the charge on fundamental particles, the unit of charge that we use (i.e.
the unit by which the charge is measured) is the amount of charge that is possessed by an electron i.e.
a charge of “-1”. The charge on a proton is thus “+1”. At GCSE and at ‘A’ Level, a neutron is
considered to have no charge.

Mass
Not only do Protons and electrons differ with regard to their charge, but they also differ according to
their Mass. Mass is the ‘stuff’ inside things that gives them their weight. An object's mass will
determine the strength of its gravitational attraction on other bodies.
Weight
The weight of an object will vary depending on where it is. On the surface of the Earth an object will
“weigh” less than the same object will weigh on the Moon because “weight” depends in part on the
gravitational force of attraction between the two objects concerned, and the force of ‘gravity’ of the
Moon is much less than the force of gravity of the Earth. However, although “weight” varies
according to the gravitational force of attraction, the Mass of an entity never alters. The mass of an
object remains the same no matter where the object may be. Mass is an inherent property of an object,
but weight is not.
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The Gravitational Force of Attraction
The Gravitational Force of Attraction (F) between any two bodies having the masses M1 and M2, is
equal to the Universal Gravitational Constant (G) multiplied by the masses concerned, and divided by
the square of the distance (D) between them.
F = G . M1 . M2
(where G = 6.674×10−11 m3⋅kg−1⋅s−2)
2
D
Neutrons
A neutron has almost the same mass as a proton1, but (at GCSE and at ‘A’ Level) it is said to have no
charge.
Atoms are neutrally charged species (i.e. they have no charge)
Atoms are neutrally charged species, therefore an atom must have and it DOES have as many
electrons as it has protons – and in an atom the charges on the protons and the charges on the
electrons cancel each other out, thus leaving an atom with no net electrostatic charge.
We can thus draw up the following table (and, in GCSE exams, examiners like to ask questions about
the information in this table).

An electron
A proton
A neutron

Approximate Mass

Charge

1
1

-1
+1
0

Atomic Mass and Atomic Number
Atomic Mass = (number of protons + number of neutrons) in the nucleus of an atom of the element.
The symbol for Atomic Mass is “A”. Atomic Mass is also referred to as “Mass Number”, but it should
never be called “Atomic Weight”.
Atomic Number (or “Proton Number”) = the number of protons in a nucleus (and please
remember that it is the number of Protos in an atom that defines an element. The symbol for Atomic
Number (or Proton Number) is “Z”.
The number of neutrons in an atom = the Atomic Mass (A) – the Atomic Number (Z).
The convention among many chemists is to write the Atomic Mass at the top left of the symbol for the
element concerned, and the Proton Number is written at the bottom left of the symbol concerned. If
“X” is the Chemical symbol of the element concerned, then
Atomic Mass ( = number of protons + number of neutrons)

=

A

X
Atomic number or Proton Number ( = number of protons)

1

Roughly 1.7 x 10–27 kg.
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=

Z

Periodic Table
There are not that many elements. Scientists have discovered only (about) 118 elements so far (and
the ones from about 110-118 are extremely unstable and exist for no more than a very short space of
time, and then they disintegrate) – and there is good reason (to do with the instability of large nuclei)
to believe that we have discovered nearly all the elements that can exist. If you put all the elements
that have been discovered or that are known to Man into a table, then you have something called a
“Periodic Table”. Here is a typical Periodic Table as put together by Dimitri Mendeleev (but you can
construct Periodic Tables in other ways besides the one shown below).

Source: I believe this Periodic Table came from a GCSE exam paper.
Groups
Periodic Tables normally divide the Elements into “Groups” (into columns) – and all the Elements in
a Group (or in a column) have very similar properties (i.e. they behave in much the same sort of way).
This is because every Element in a Group has exactly the same number of electrons in its outermost
shell.

Periods vs Groups
The columns in a Period are called “Groups” and the rows in a Periodic Table are called “Periods”.
All the elements in a Group have roughly the same properties (because all the elements in a Group
have exactly the same number of electrons in their outermost shell), but it is the pattern of changing
properties in one Period that will be reflected in all the other Periods in the Periodic Table.
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Shells/Sub-shells/and Orbitals
The shapes of the ‘s’ and ‘p’ orbitals are often shown as follows

An orbital is a volume
of space in which an
electron is highly likely
to be found.

Source: Encyclopaedia Britannica
If you look back at the diagramme of the atom on page 2, you will see that the electrons are shown as
orbiting the nucleus of the atom (which consists of protons and neutrons). The diagramme on page 2
has 3 protons therefore the atom concerned must be an atom of the element Lithium. Three electrons
orbiting around a nucleus is fairly easy to organise – but how do you organise say 88 electrons
orbiting a nucleus? If you had 88 cars all going round and round a roundabout, there would be an
almighty accident with cars piling into each other wholesale. Why then do electrons not crash into
each other when there are 88 electrons (or 90 or 70 or however many electrons) all orbiting a nucleus?
The answer is that the electrons are organised into ‘shells’. In the first shell there are at most only two
electrons (and they live in something called an orbital). In the second and third shells there are at
most only 8 electrons in each shell (and they live in things called sub-shells that are made up of
orbitals), while in the fourth shell there are at most only 18 electrons …… and so on. The whole thing
is beautifully organised, with the electrons dancing around in pairs in orbitals/and sometimes in subshells of 6, and sometimes in sub-shells of 10 or 14 or 18. The rules for the organisation of electrons
into different shells/sub-shells/and orbitals are very robust, and you will need to know the rules if you
are going to learn Chemistry, and at ‘A Level the rules become rather more complicated – but you
do have to know all the rules off by heart.
One way of thinking about an orbital is that an orbital is like a room in a house, in which electrons
like to live. If you like, an orbital is the ‘bedsit’ of an electron – and if an electron is ever temporarily
taken out of its orbital, then the electron will be homeless and it will be very unhappy, and it will
strive to get back into its own orbital (or into an orbital in another atom). That is an
anthropomorphism (please look up the word if you need to do so) because electrons do not have
emotions – but the description captures the situation fairly well.
You could say that an electron lives in a house that has a number of floors/storeys, and on each floor
there are a number of bedrooms, but some of the bedrooms are not situated next to each other and are
instead STACKED ON TOP OF EACH OTHER – and on each successive floor of the house there
are more bedrooms than on the previous floor.
In the “house” that I have drawn overleaf, I have drawn only four floors – but in fact an atom has
more “shells” than that! Please note that each little red box is an “orbital” which figuratively
represents the volume of space in which an electron is most likely to be found. One electron or two
electrons may live in an orbital, but there can never be more than two electrons in any one orbital.
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An electron can exist in any orbital, but it cannot live anywhere else in the house. If all the
orbitals on a floor are already filled, then an electron cannot say “In that case, I will sleep on the
stairs”. That is not permitted in an atom. An electron has to occupy an orbital, or else it cannot live in
that house/in that atom. THAT is the basis of the principle of the quantisation of energy levels which
states that electrons occupy given energy levels and no other (in-between) energy levels. Electrons
in an atom contain known fixed amounts of energy, and these amounts or packets of energy are called
“quanta” of energy (this being the plural of the noun “quantum”).
NB In this analogy, the floors do NOT represent the correct order of the energy levels of the sub-shells.

NB There can be more than four floors in the house.
Fourth Floor

<–– 4f
<–– sub-shell 4d
<–– sub-shell 4p

Shell n = 4

<–– sub-shell 4s

Third Floor

<–– sub-shell 3d
<–– sub-shell 3p

Shell n = 3

<–– sub-shell 3s

Second Floor

<–– sub-shell 2p

Shell n = 2

<–– sub-shell 2s

First floor

Shell n = 1

<–– sub-shell 1s

PLEASE IMAGINE THAT THE GROUND FLOOR IS THE NUCLEUS OF THE ATOM

NB In general, each floor or each shell represents a HIGHER energy level. The electrons in shells
further away from the nucleus generally possess MORE energy than electrons in closer shells. An
electron will therefore have to give up energy to go from a higher shell to a lower shell, and it will
need to absorb energy to go from a lower shell to a higher shell.
We can now say that
- SHELLS are made up of sub-shells , and
- SUB-SHELLS are made up of orbitals, and
- one or two (but never more than two) electrons can occupy an ORBITAL,
and with one more piece of information, we will be in a position to draw up a quite detailed
schedule of how electrons are distributed inside an atom – and that information is that
- every ‘s’ sub-shell contains just ONE orbital, and
- every ‘p’ sub-shell contains THREE orbitals, and
- every ‘d’ sub-shell contains FIVE orbitals, and
- every ‘f’ sub-shell contains SEVEN orbitals, and so on.
NB Please note the progression 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, etc!
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Sub-shells are labelled s/p/d/f/… and so on, and below is the maximum number of electrons that there
are in each shell/sub-shell/and orbital.
SHELL SUB-SHELL
n=1
n=2
n=3
n=4
n=5

1s
2s
3s
4s
5s

The maximum number of electrons in the
relevant sub-shell are shown in superscript
1s2
2s2
3s2
4s2
5s2

2p
3p 3d
4p 4d 4f
5p 5d 5f 5g

Maximum number
of electrons in the shell
2
8
18
32
50

2p6
3p6 3d10
4p6 4d10 4f14
5p6 5d10 5f14 5g18

Please examine the progression in this table very carefully. You really do need to understand what is
happening and why. NB The maximum number of electrons in each of the new sub-shells increases
by “4” each time that you move to a higher sub-shell i.e. 2/6/10/14/18/etc. (Can you see why?)
Sub-shell
Number of orbitals
(with 2 electrons in each orbital)
Maximum number of electrons in
each sub-shell

s

p

d

f

g

1

3

5

7

9

2

6

10

14

18

Compounds vs Alloys vs Mixtures
Compounds: An element is a substance that contains only one sort of atom, but if the atoms of two or
more elements react together to form a new substance, then the new substance is called a compound.
For instance, Water (which is written as H2O in Chemistry) is a compound, and is formed by the
reaction of two atoms of Hydrogen and one atom of Water (and this can be inferred from the chemical
formula, H2O). Similarly, if two atoms of Hydrogen and one of Sulphur and four of Oxygen react
together, then a new substance/a new compound called Sulphuric Acid (H2SO4) will be formed. In
Chemistry there are different ways of drawing a molecule of Water. The one at the top right below
uses a version of a ‘dot-and-cross’ diagramme, while the one at the bottom right uses a version of a
‘bond-line’ diagramme.
Non-metal atom Non-metal atom Non-metal atom

+

xo

––>

H

O

xo

O

x

x

+

o

o

H

xx

xx

xx

H

H

xx

OR

..

Please note that,in the molecule I did NOT draw
the Hydrogen atoms alongside the Oxygen atom
– but instead I drew them below the Oxygen atom.
This was not an accident. I did it deliberately, and
it is very important that you should do so also.

..

O

H

H

Both sets of symbols represent one molecule of water.

A pair of electrons can be shown as "xx" or "oo" or ".." .
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Alloys: An alloy is usually a compound of two or more metals. The alloy is designed to improve
certain qualities of a metal. For instance, in the period before our ancestors invented Iron tools (i.e. in
the “Iron Age”), they invented bronze tools (and that period was thus known as the “Bronze Age”) –
and bronze is an alloy made from roughly 85-90% copper and 10-15% tin. Prior to using bronze tools,
our ancestors used copper tools (but copper is too soft to make axes that are hard enough to keep
cutting wood, whereas bronze is better but still not as good as Iron) – and prior to copper our
ancestors used tools made from stone (hence the term “Stone Age”). Stone is very hard, but it is
difficult to fashion it into different shapes.
Mixtures: 20 matchsticks might all lie in the same matchbox but they will not have reacted with each
other therefore they do not form a compound – they are just a collection or a mixture. The same
would be true of a mixture of say sand and iron filings, or a mixture of Nitrogen and Oxygen [and that
(together with a tiny bit of Argon) is the mixture of the air that we breathe in all the time].

Reactions, Atoms, and Molecules
In Chemistry, a reaction takes place when two or more atoms form one or more bonds between
them and thus form a molecule. The simplest of all reactions occurs when two atoms of the same
element bind together to form a molecule of that substance – and this happens with the atoms of
Hydrogen/Nitrogen/Oxygen/and with the atoms of all the Halogens i.e. all the elements in Group 7 of
the Periodic Table (cf. Table on page 4).
The gases Hydrogen/Nitrogen/Oxygen/and all the Halogens exist in real life only as diatomic molecules.
In Chemistry, the creation of a new bond is the surest indication that a reaction has taken place – and
this can normally be measured by either (i) the release of energy, or by (ii) the consumption of energy
while the reaction was taking place. If we look at the diagramme of Water on page 7 we can see where
the bonds are formed. At the top left of the diagramme the individual atoms of Hydrogen and Oxygen
are shown in their non-reacted form, whilst on the right they are depicted in their reacted form.

Molecules vs Atoms
We can now see that where atoms are the smallest physical manifestation of elements, molecules are
the smallest real-life manifestations of either a handful of diatomic elements, or else of an
unimaginably large number of different compounds that can be made from the elements shown in the
Periodic Table.

Dot-and-Cross diagrammes
The conventions to remember are that in a diagrammatic representation of electron configurations in a
dot-and-cross diagramme
• electrons are depicted either by means of dots (or small circles), or by means of a cross (or crosses)
• sub-shells are not identified separately
• electrons are shown as though they existed in orbital boxes i.e. as single electrons or as two electrons
together (but with never more than two electrons together), but the orbital boxes themselves are not shown,
and
• orbitals are filled singly until every orbital in a shell has one electron in it, and then only is a second electron
inserted into the orbital if necessary.
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For example, the dot-and-cross diagrammes below are the GCSE depictions for
Hydrogen
x

Beryllium
x

Carbon
x

Oxygen
xx

x Be x

xx C xx

xx O xx

x

x

xx

H

Group I
Group II
Group IV
Group VI
1 electron
2 electrons
4 electrons
6 electrons
................................................ in their outermost shells ...........................................

At GCSE Level, the convention for writing the number of electrons in the different shells is shown
overleaf. For instance, Sodium has 11 protons in its nucleus (cf. the Periodic Table on page 4), and
therefore its neutral atoms must have 11 electrons – and these electrons are arranged as follows:
2 in shell n=1, 8 in shell n=2, and 1 in shell n=3; while, Chlorine has 17 protons in its nucleus and
therefore its atoms must have 17 electrons – and these electrons are arranged as follows:
2 in shell n=1, 8 in shell n=2, and 7 in shell n=3.

x
xx

Al

xx
xx

Chlorine
xx
xx
x

xx
x

x
xx

Na

xx

xx

Ne

Aluminium
xx
x

Sodium
xx
x

xx

xx

Neon
xx
x

Cl

x
xx

x
xx
x

x
xx
x

x
xx
xx

2, 8

2, 8, 1

2, 8, 3

2, 8, 7

In the diagramme above, the numbers below the dot-and-cross diagrammes use the GCSE numbering
notation and this clearly shows (from the last number shown) that Neon is in Group 8 (also called
Group 0), and that Sodium is in Group 1, and that Aluminium is in Group 3, and that Chlorine is in
Group 7.

xx

Group VIII
8 electrons

Al
x

x

Group I
1 electron

Group III
3 electrons

Cl

xx

Na

Chlorine
xx

x

Ne

Aluminium

x

Sodium

x

Neon
xx
xx

xx

NB At ‘A’ Level it is only those electrons in the outermost shell of an atom that are involved in a
reaction, therefore it is normal for only such electrons to be drawn in a dot-and-cross diagramme (but
dot-and-crosse diagrammes are hardly used at all at ‘A’ Level).

xx

Group VII
7 electrons

Notation showing Electron distribution
For AS and A Level purposes, the
notation seeks to show the configuration
of each shell and each sub-shell
10Ne
11Na
13Al

17Cl

1s2,
1s2,
1s2,
1s2,

At GCSE Level the configuration is
written to show the number of electrons
in each shell

2s2 2p6
2s2 2p6, 3s1
2s2 2p6, 3s2 3p1
2s2 2p6, 3s2 3p5

2,8
2,8,1
2,8,3
2,8,7
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Metals vs Non-metals
The driving force in the reactions between atoms to form compounds is to achieve the stability of the
Noble Gas/the Inert Gas Configuration, and then we must ask the question “HOW do two or more
atoms get together to form a new substance/a new compound?”.
However, it is extremely important at this juncture to stress that ionic substances are not the same as
molecular substances.2
Molecular substances and ionic substances are merely two opposite extremes of one particular
phenomenon, and somewhere in between it becomes very difficult to say what is a molecular
substance and what is an ionic substance (i.e. the distinction between the two substances becomes
blurred) – but, for the moment, I want to examine the two extremes of molecular substances and
ionic substances. However, let us start by going back to basics and examine the Periodic Table –
because that is the best place to base an understanding of ionic and molecular substances. To do that
we must first know the difference between Metals and Non-Metals.
THE PERIODIC TABLE
Non-metals

Metals

If you draw a diagonal line in a Periodic Table (as I have done with the blue line in the diagramme
above), then the elements to the Left Hand Side (LHS) of the line are metals, and the elements to the
Right Hand Side (RHS) of the line are non-metals – and quite a few of the elements on the diagonal
line itself have some of the characteristics of both metals and of non-metals and they are called
“metalloids” (but you do not need to know anything about the Chemistry of “metalloids” either at
GCSE or at ‘A’ Level).
In order to achieve stability, (driven by the desire of the atoms of all elements to achieve the stability
of “The Noble/Inert Gas Configuration”) the atoms of metals tends to LOSE electrons, and the atoms
of non-metals tend to GAIN electrons.
As it happens the elements in the dotted portion of the table above are the Noble Gases and (at GCSE
Level they are considered to be inactive/inert), therefore I will leave out the dotted portion of the table
when I am saying something that does not affect them. I will then depict the Periodic Table as
follows.
THE PERIODIC TABLE
Nonmetals
Metals
Metals

There it is. If you draw a line from the top left-hand corner of the Group 3 elements to the bottom
right-had corner of the Group 7 elements, then you obtain the border between Metals and the NonMetals. Metals lie to the left of the line, and Non-Metals lie to the right of the line.

2

Both “substances” and “compounds” can be “molecular” or “ionic”.
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The Noble/the Inert Gas Configuration: The driving force behind many reactions
Electrons are extraordinarily important things because whenever something reacts with something
else (either physically or chemically) then whatever happens is determined by the reaction of the
outermost electrons possessed by those things.
For example, if you were to bang your fist down on the desk/the table in front of you, then it is the
reaction of the electrons in the skin of your hand with the electrons in the table which stops your hand
going right through the table! Isn’t that fantastic! It is NOT the impact of matter upon matter that
stops your fist going through the table – it is the force of the charges in the two electron clouds
repelling each other that stops your fist going through the table! The negative charge of the outermost
electrons in the top of the table repel the negative charge of the outermost electrons in your skin. The
reaction is an electrostatic repulsive reaction!
Equally, EVERY CHEMICAL REACTION BETWEEN TWO SPECIES3 IS ACCOUNTED
FOR BY THE REACTION BETWEEN THE OUTERMOST (I REPEAT, THE OUTERMOST)
ELECTRONS IN EACH OF THE TWO SPECIES.
I cannot stress this fact strongly enough. If you understand this one simple statement, then it will
make it much easier for you understand a huge amount of what you will encounter later on in
Chemistry.
Let us examine the most common substance known to man i.e. Water. Water occupies something like
70-80% of the earth’s surface, and since the volume of water in rivers/lakes/seas/oceans/and the
atmosphere (as water vapour and rain) is absolutely colossal, then I imagine that water is the most
common substance on the face of the earth.
Water is made up of Hydrogen and Oxygen, and its chemical formula is “H2O”. This means that
1 molecule of Water is made up of 2 atoms of Hydrogen and 1 atom of Oxygen viz.
[ 2H + O ––> H2O ]
However, as we have seen earlier, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen and all the Halogens have diatomic
molecules, which means that it is not possible for any of them to exist in nature as single atoms, but
only as 2 atoms in one molecule, therefore the above equation has been written incorrectly and must
be rewritten as
“H2 + ½ O2 ––> H2O”

(A)

and, because in real life both Hydrogen and Oxygen exist as diatomic molecules, then this equation
must now be re-written as
“2H2 + O2 ––> 2H2O”.
(B)
The two statements (A) and (B) above are both correct mathematically, but the second statement (B)
is the one that is most commonly used in Chemistry.
In order to answer the question of why reactions occur, we need to turn to the Periodic Table. I am
going to leave you to read about the history of the Periodic Table, and about the genius Russian called
Dimitri Mendeleev in books or on the web. If you ever get the chance to see Prof Jim Al-Khalili’s
excellent programmes on Chemistry on the BBC’s Channel 4 or youtube, then do watch them. One of
them was about the creation of the Periodic Table.4

3

The word “Species” has the same meaning as the word “entity” (in the singular) or “entities” (for the plural).
We used to dismiss as nonsense the attempt by ancient Greek philosophers to explain the elements in terms of musical
harmonics – but if vibrations in “String theory” turn out to be correct, then the ancient Greeks will have the last laugh on us!
4
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You could also watch Dr Peter Wothers’ (St Catharine's, Cambridge) Royal Institution Christmas
Lecture on the Periodic Table on YOUTUBE at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqe9tEcZkno&list=LLGhQcael1605jqEQJQgIUJg&index=1149
Over the years in which Man has had a scientific interest in the world around him, he has discovered
certain trends and patterns in the behaviour and the reactions of elements – and the three most basic
and most important of all of these patterns is that
A) All those elements that have the same number of electrons in the outermost shell of their
atoms will behave in a very similar fashion, and this is the basis for the classification of the
“GROUPS” in the Periodic Table.
B) Any element that has only 8 electrons (or 2 electrons in the case of Helium) in the outermost
shell of its atoms is stable chemically and will react with (almost) nothing else. This
configuration of only 8 electrons in the outermost shell of an atom is called “THE
NOBLE/THE INERT GAS CONFIGURATION”. (Helium, like all the other Noble/Inert
Gases, is exceptionally stable, but it can have only two electrons, not 8, in its outermost shell5.)
C) Every element that does not have only 8 electrons in the outermost shell of its atoms will be
keen to create a situation where there are only 8 electrons in the outermost shell of its atoms,
i.e. every Element is keen to achieve the configuration of a Noble or an Inert Gas.
The above is the explanation of the stability that is described by the phrase “The Noble Gas (or the
Inert Gas) Configuration”.

Molecular substances vs Ionic Substances
ELEMENTS are the substances from which everything in the universe is built, and they are formed
inside stars6. One of the most important of all the elements for animals (including “Man”) is Oxygen
– and Nitrogen is also (indirectly) very important because the air that we breathe consists of
(roughly) 20% Oxygen and 80% Nitrogen. [The air that we breathe also contains small amounts of
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) / Argon ( Ar) / etc.]
In contrast to elements, COMPOUNDS are formed when two or more elements react together and
form a new substance. For instance, when Hydrogen and Oxygen react together, they form Water
(H2O)7 – and Water is one of the most common substances on the face of the earth.

5

2 electrons for Helium, but 8 for all the other Noble/Inert Gases. The Noble/Inert Gas Helium is in Period 1 and has
electrons ONLY in its shell n=1 which contains only one sub-shell (viz. 1s). Therefore 2 is the maximum number of electrons
that it can have, and therefore it cannot have 8 electrons in its outermost shell.
6
More than half a century ago a gentleman, Professor Sir Fred Hoyle (a Fellow of St John’s, Cambridge) and one of the
greatest astronomers that this country has ever been privileged to have, and quite possibly the first academic to point out that
it should never have been Antony Hewish and Martin Ryle who were awarded the Nobel Prize for discovering pulsars
because it was in fact Jocelyn Bell who discovered them (and Hoyle was himself denied the Nobel Prize for formulating the
theory of stellar nucleosynthesis because he dared to upset the establishment on a number of topics) was one of the major
contributors to our understanding of the process of the formation of elements in stars, as you would find if you were to read
“Nucleosynthesis in Massive Stars and Supernovae” (Fowler & Hoyle, 1964). I have had the paper in my study for more
than half a century, but I just do not know enough Mathematics to be able to understand the paper. He also wrote some
extremely entertaining and thought-provoking novels. If you can get hold of “The Black Cloud” you should read it in the
Christmas/ Easter/or Summer holidays. I have read “The Black Cloud” more than 5 times during my life.
7
Although, very occasionally they can form Hydrogen Peroxide, H2O2.
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A compound can be either a molecular substance or it can be an ionic substance – and the two are
NOT the same thing. Both molecular substances and ionic substances are composed of elements, but
they are each formed in a very different way, and the elements from which they are formed are also
different.
An IONIC substance is formed when the atoms of a METAL element (from the left-hand side, LHS
of the Periodic Table) react with the atoms of a NON-METAL element (from the RHS of the
Periodic Table), whilst a MOLECULAR substance is formed when the atoms of a NON-METAL
element (from the RHS of the Periodic Table) react with the atoms of the same or of another NONMETAL element.
If you are in any doubt whatsoever about the difference between metals and non-metals, then please
do go back and look at the skeletal representation of the Periodic Table that I have drawn for you on
page 10! If, right from the outset, you are absolutely clear about the difference, then it will save you
from making mistakes later on between ionic and molecular substances.

Ions vs Isotopes
Let us start with some nice simple rules.
- The atoms of a given element must all have exactly the same number of protons in them. If you
change the number of protons in an atom, then you will have a different ELEMENT.
- If two atoms have the same number of protons but a different number of neutrons, then they are
ISOTOPES of that element.
- If electrons are either added to or removed from an atom (or a molecule) without any alteration in
the number of protons, then an ION of that element (or molecule) has been created.
- An atom has no charge, therefore by definition there must be exactly the same number of
electrons in it as there are protons.
Isotopes
The atoms of the Isotopes of an element all have the same number of protons but differing numbers of
neutrons. For instance, on Earth, the element Carbon can have the form
- Carbon-12 (C-12) or
- Carbon-13 (C-13) or
- Carbon-14 (C-14).
The atoms of each one all have 6 protons, but
- an atom of C-12 has 6 neutrons, while
- an atom of C-13 has 7 neutrons, and
- an atom of C-14 has 8 neutrons.
Atomic Mass – Atomic Number (or Number of Protons) = Number of Neutrons in the atom

Ions
Any atom or molecule that gains a positive or a negative charge ceases to be an atom or a molecule
and becomes an “ion”. Ions can themselves gain electrons and thereby become more negatively
charged, or lose electrons and become less negatively charged.
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Change the number of Protons and you will change the Element
6C

– p+

––––>

5B

If you take 1 proton away from a Carbon atom you will get an atom of Boron.

6C

+

––––>

7N

If you add 1 proton to a Carbon atom you will get an atom of Nitrogen.

+ p

NB An “atom” has no charge.

Change the Number of Electrons and you will get an Ion
C – e–

––––>

C+

If you take 1 electron away from a Carbon atom you will get a C+ ion of Carbon.

C+ – e–

––––>

C2+

If you take 1 electron away from a C+ ion you will get a C2+ ion of Carbon.

NB

If you take away a negatively charged electron, you will increase the “positiveness” of the species.

C + e–

––––>

C–

If you add 1 electron to a Carbon atom you will get a C– ion of Carbon.

C– + e–

––––>

C2–

If you add 1 electron to a C– ion you will get a C2– ion of Carbon.

NB

If you add a negatively charged electron you will increase the “negativeness” of the species.

Change the number of Neutrons and you will get an Isotope
12

––––>

13

If you add a neutron to a Carbon atom you will get a 13C isotope of Carbon.

13

––––>

14

If you add another neutron to a 13C isotope you will get a 14C isotope of Carbon.

C + n
C + n

C
C

NB Neutrons have no charge!

Ions are charged particles and they have either a negative or a positive charge8. The electrostatic
charge on ions always increases by a factor of “1”, and positively charged ions will thus have charges
of “+1” or “+2” or “+3” etc, while negatively charged ions will have charges of “-1” or “-2” or “-3”,
and so on.
An ion often begins life as a neutrally charged species (e.g. as an atom or as a molecule) and it then
either (i) loses one or more electrons, whereupon it becomes positively charged, or (ii) it gains one or
more electrons whereupon it becomes negatively charged.
An atom that LOSES an electron becomes POSITIVELY CHARGED, and
an atom that GAINS an electron becomes NEGATIVELY CHARGED.

8

Positive and negative electrostatic charges are fundamental charged forces in Physics and Chemistry. A single
positive charge has an equal but opposite charge to that of a single negative charge, and positively charged
particles are attracted to negatively charged particles. When a positively and a negatively charged particle are
bound together, then the individual effects of the two charges are cancelled out and the resulting species has a
neutral charge (i.e. it has no overall charge).
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You should now learn the following descriptions off by heart :
- An atom is the smallest uncharged physical particle of an element that can exist in nature, and it is
composed of protons neutrons and electrons.
- A molecule is the smallest uncharged physical particle of a group of covalently bonded atoms that
together make up a particular substance.
- An ion: any atom or molecule that gains or loses one or more electrons ceases to be an atom or a
molecule and becomes an “ion”.
- A cation is a positively charged ion.
- An anion is a negatively charged ion.
- Isotopes of an element have differing numbers of neutrons but they have the same number of
protons.
Please remember that with an atom
– if you change the number of PROTONS then you change the element
– if you change the number of ELECTRONS then you change the atom into an ion
– if you change the number of NEUTRONS but leave the number of protons unchanged, then you
now have an ISOTOPE of a particular element.

Bonding in Covalent, Ionic and Metallic Substances
A “Bond” in Chemistry is a very powerful electrostatic force of attraction between any two atoms that
have reacted together. Here we will consider Covalent, Ionic and Metallic bonding.
Bonds: If any two entities remain bound together as one entity, then there MUST be some sort
of force of attraction that binds them together!
Bonds are the forces of attraction that hold different things together.
In Chemistry, if two different species remain together and it requires energy to force them apart, then
the force of attraction that was holding the species together was a bond. In Physics you can have
forces of attraction based on electro-magnetism. For GCSE Chemistry, we have only a small amount
of interest in such forces of attraction. It is Chemical bonds that we will deal with.
The examiners sometimes ask questions about “bonds” and about “bonding”, and we have covered
bonds/ bonding when we talked about ionic and molecular substances. However, let us cover the
ground again – and then you cannot be caught off your guard in the exam.
For a reaction to take place between two atoms, then the atoms
a)
must collide
b)
with enough force
c)
to break any existing bonds, and to
d)
form new bonds
and each one of these factors is a necessary condition for a reaction to take place.
For example if the two atoms collide, but not with enough force, then no reaction will take place. You
bump into literally hundreds of attractive boys/girls every year of your life but you do not fall in love
with every one of them because there is not enough chemistry between you. To fall in love with
someone, there has to be a sufficient amount of physical/emotional/and psychological attraction or
energy in the contact – and the same is true in Chemistry (except that there is no psychological and
emotional energy involved in Chemistry)!
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There are four sorts of bonds9 which we need to be aware of in Chemistry viz.
A)
B)
C)
C1)
C2)

Metallic bonds
Ionic bonds (or “electrovalent” bonds)
Molecular (or covalent) bonds, and these take two forms
Intra-molecular bonds (which are one form of “covalent” bond), and
Inter-molecular “bonds” viz. a) Hydrogen bonds (which are a very weak form of a “bond”), and
b) the three van der Waals’ (vdW) forces of attraction

and, strictly speaking, Van der Waals’ forces or attraction are not really bonds at all because no
bonded pairs of electrons are involved. vdW bonds are really just forces of attraction rather than
bonds.

A) Metallic Bonds
Metallic bonds are (or they result from) the omni-directional electrostatic forces of attraction
that positively charged metal ions in a piece of metal exert upon the negatively charged sea of
delocalised electrons surrounding the positive ions.
An ionic substance is created when the atoms of a metallic element give up one or more electrons to
the atoms of a non-metallic element thus creating positively charged metal cations and negatively
charged non-metal anions, and then every single ion in the ionic substance exerts a force of attraction
upon every other oppositely charged ion no matter how near or how far away that oppositely
charged ion may be! Therefore the force of attraction is not exerted in any one specific direction –
and the bond is thus said to be non-directional (or, because the force of attraction is exerted in every
direction it is more accurately said to be omni-directional).
A similar sort of thing happens in a piece of metal. A piece of a metal element (such as
lead/zinc/copper/etc) consists of a large number of atoms of the element whose electrons have been
delocalised thus creating positively charged ions of the metal, and every single positively charged
metal ion exerts a force of attraction upon every single negatively charged delocalised electron in the
piece of metal (and vice versa – and thus metallic bonds are also non-directional or omnidirectional bonds. [Clearly, the further away that a metal ion and an electron are from each other,
then the smaller that the force of attraction will actually be!]

B) Ionic bonds
An Electrovalent or Ionic bond results from (or is) the omni-directional electrostatic force of
attraction between oppositely charged ions (normally in a giant ionic lattice structure). An ionic
bond is what binds together just one positively charged ion and one negatively charged ion in just one
ionic unit e.g. between the ions Na+ and Cl– in one ionic unit of NaCl – but the definition also
applies to whatever number of ionic units there are in an ionic structure.

9

Let me also remind you that for a “bond” to be formed, then strictly speaking at least two “bonding” electrons must be
involved. If that is the case, then perhaps one ought to make a distinction between “bonds” and very weak quasi-bonds
which are not really “bonds” at all but are just “forces of attraction”. I am not going to talk about Johannes Diderik van der
Waals’ and Fritz London’s and Peter Debye’s forces of attraction in this short Introduction to Chemistry. (All three of the
gentleman were Nobel Laureates i.e. they were awarded Nobel prizes for their contributions to Science.)
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If one ion (e.g. Cl–)is at the centre of an
octahedron, then six of the opposite units
(e.g. Na+) will occupy the corners/the
vertices of the octahedron.

Source : Chemistry LibreTextx and https://minerva.mlib.cnr.it/mod/book/view.php?id=269&chapterid=101

C) Molecular substances
When two (or more) atoms get together and share one or more PAIRS of electrons, then a molecular
substance is formed, and an electrostatic force of attraction then binds the atoms together – because
what is happening is that both sets of protons in the bonded nuclei of the atoms in the molecule are
holding onto the shared pairs of electrons which lie “trapped”/held in place between them.
The electrons in atoms occupy atomic orbitals, but when two (or more) atoms get together to form a
molecule, then they occupy σ and π molecular orbitals and no longer s/p/d/f/etc atomic orbitals.
C1) A Covalent or intra-molecular bond is a bond inside a molecule and it results from the
electrostatic force of attraction that two positively charged nuclei exert upon one or more pairs of
shared negatively charged electrons. The diagrams below show a molecular σ (sigma) bond where a
pair of bonded atoms are sharing the bonded electrons located between them.
The first diagram below is my attempt to show two atoms locked together in a σ bond, and the one in
red below mine is that by Professor Stephen Lower.

Source : Stephen Lower, Simon Fraser University
Electronegativity
We now know a bit about how a metal atom transfers the electrons in its outermost shell to a nonmetal atom thus forming an ionic substance, and we have also studied how the atoms of two nonmetal elements share one or more pairs of electrons to form a molecular substance – so let us now
talk about “why” i.e. why it is that when two atoms react and form a bond with each other, sometimes
an ionic substance is formed but at other times a molecular substance is formed. After all, what is
happening in both circumstances is that the two reacting atoms are pooling whatever number of
electrons is necessary for both of them to achieve the Noble/Inert Gas Configuration – yet in one
situation the pooled electrons are then shared, but in the other situation the pooled electrons are not
shared! Why does this happen?
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When two atoms react and form a bond, then the positively charged protons of each atom will exert a
force of attraction not only on all of their own electrons, but they will also exert a force of attraction
on the electrons of the other bonded atom, therefore let us now define “electronegativity” as
when two atoms are bonded together, electronegativity is the force of attraction with which the
protons in the atom of one element attract not only their own electrons but also the electrons of
the other atom.
If one of the elements in a pair of bonded atoms is much more electronegative than the other, then
instead of the pooled electrons being shared, they are in fact dragged by the more electronegative
atom onto itself and they are thus in effect transferred to the more electronegative atom – and the
substance that results is thus an ionic substance.
However, if the atoms of the participating elements in a reaction have the same or roughly the same
electronegativity (i.e. they have roughly the same propensity to attract electrons), then the transfer of
electrons from one element to another cannot and will not occur; and, the pooled electrons will then
be shared, and a molecular substance will be formed viz.
A if the electronegativity of one atom in a pair of bonded atoms is sufficiently greater than the
electronegativity of the other atom, then the more electronegative atom will pull the pooled
electrons onto itself so that the pooled electrons are TRANSFERRED and an ionic substance
is formed, whereas
B if the electronegativity of the two atoms is much the same, then the pooled electrons will be
SHARED and a molecular substance is formed.
In the case of two atoms A and B, until atom A is close enough to react and bond with atom B, then
neither atom A nor atom B can attract each other’s electrons to any significant extent – because until
they are close enough to bond, the electrons of the other atom are too far away to be affected.
“Electronegativity” is thus in effect a force of attraction that is exerted between bonding/bonded
atoms, and the driving force in electronegativity will be the attraction between one or more positively
charged protons in one atom upon the negatively charged electrons in the other atom. [The force of
attraction that is actually exerted is proportional to the inverse of the square of the distance between
the two atoms, and thus the distance between the two atoms plays a huge part in the force of the
attraction that is actually exerted by positively charged protons upon negatively charged electrons. In
theory, electronegativity exists between non-bonded atoms, but the force is so minisculely small as to
be almost non-existent.]
We can say that
i

the electronegativity of elements increases as you go from Left to Right ACROSS each
Period in the Periodic Table, and
ii the electronegativity of elements increases as you go UP each Group in the Periodic Table
and these two trends can be summed up visually as follows
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Electronegativity increases ––>

>

Nonmetals
Metals
Metals

>
Electronegativity increases ––>

THE PERIODIC TABLE

The Noble/Inert Gases are stable (and thus, on the whole, do not react) because they have an ns2 np6
stable ‘Noble Gas Configuration’ in their outermost shell therefore (on the whole) they do not react
with any other elements – therefore, at GCSE and ‘A’ Level they are NOT considered to be
electronegative.

Metallic Substances
Let us now talk about metals/metallic bonds/and metallic bonding.
When the atoms of a metal element join together to form one piece of metal, then the atoms become
ions and the electrons that each atom loses now form one big common pool of delocalised electrons,
and all the ions then share this HUGE pool of electrons, and these shared electrons are NOT locked
into any one place and they do not belong to the nucleus of any one atom – and, in fact, because
these electrons are not locked into any one place, but instead wander all over the metal, they are called
“delocalised electrons”.10 A delocalised electron is thus an electron that has ceased to belong to any
one atom in particular – and which instead associates freely with any and every metal ion in the
structure concerned. NB The concept of delocalised electrons is one that is used very often at
‘A’ Level.
The description that you might want to give the examiners to describe a piece of metal is thus
“a giant lattice structure of positively charged metal ions of the metal set in a sea of delocalised
electrons with an ion and its delocalised electron or electrons together constituting an atom of
the metal and where the whole structure is held together by metallic bonding”.11
The diagrams that follow are meant to be cross-sections of bars of Group I/Group II/and Group III
metals.

10

“Delocalised” thus also indicates that the electron concerned is not confined to any one locality i.e. it does not reside in
any particular/orbital/sub-shell/shell of any one species.
11
“Set” just means situated. It does not mean “set” in any one specific location (as in “set in concrete”). A particular metal
ion can occupy ANY place inside a piece of metal. The chemical nature of the metal is not altered if a particular metal ion is
moved physically (by man) from one spot in the piece of metal to another spot in the piece of metal.
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A piece of a Group I metal
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A piece of a Group II metal
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Each dot is meant to be a delocalised electron,
and each M+ is meant to be a Group I metal
cation. Clearly there should be exactly as many
delocalised electrons as there are ions.
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There must be TWICE as many delocalised
electrons as there are metal ions in a Group II
metal!

.

A piece of a Group III metal
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There must be THREE times as many delocalised
electrons as there are metal ions in a Group III
metal!

Specifically for those of you who want to become a Medic of some sort (i.e. a Doctor/Dentist/
Pharmacist/Nurse/Bio-Medical Scientist/etc), I am now going to put into an Appendix, stuff at a
higher level than you would be told about for your GCSEs.
In this “Introduction to Chemistry” The Appendix is meant only for those people who want to
go on and become Medics.
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APPENDIX OF NON-GCSE MATERIAL
You do not need to know about the topics in this Appendix in this much detail at GCSE Level, but if
you want to get into a Med School, then the earlier that you start to learn about things such as DNA
the better. Make it your ambition that when you get to Med School all your contemporaries will
consider you to be ‘effortlessly brilliant’ – and you will achieve that only by putting a massive
amount of effort into your studies (while they are out partying and having fun). You will then be a
Consultant by your early-thirties and your contemporaries will be muttering “lucky devil” – but it
will have nothing whatsoever to do with luck, and instead it will be entirely to do with the hard work
that you have invested in your career.
At this stage there are three pieces of Chemistry that you will find useful to know if you want to
become a Medic viz.
A) the Separation of charge
B) Inter-molecular forces of attraction, and
C) Hydrogen bonding
because that will make it easier for you to understand things such as DNA and Proteins.

The Separation of Charge and the resulting Dipoles that are created12
The very essence of an Ionic Substance with its electrovalent bonding is that the atoms of a metal
element transfer the electrons in their outermost shell to the atoms of a non-metal element which
accepts those electrons13. In an Ionic substance there is therefore a TOTAL separation of charge
(albeit with an element of covalent/molecular character normally in the bond). This Section is NOT
about Ionic Substances. It is about Molecular substances and how they acquire a PARTIAL
Separation of Charge.
In a Molecular substance with covalent bonding, electrons are not transferred but shared. You will
remember that earlier I showed covalent bonding in molecules thus

but Professor Lower (formerly of Simon Fraser University) shows the edd (the electron density
distribution) of bonded electrons thus.

12

You are not required to know how to calculate the magnitude of a “dipole”.
In doing so, both the metal and the non-metal elements achieve the stability conferred by the Noble Gas/Inert Gas/Group
VIII configuration.
13
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Where there is no difference in the electronegativity of the bonded atoms (as in H2 / O2 / N2 / and all
the Halogens), then there is no separation of charge whatsoever. The bonded atoms cannot and do
not pull the electron clouds off each other. The edd is not distorted at all.
Even so, there will be a separation of charge in the atoms of molecular substances and in the
molecules of bonded non-metal atoms which form covalent substances, and that is what this next bit
is all about.
Please therefore remember that we will be talking about the PARTIAL separation of charge in a
Molecular substance and not the total separation of charge that exists in an Ionic substance.

A dipole and a dipole moment
We must now talk about dipoles because chemists talk about a dipole whenever there is either a
PARTIAL (“∂– ” and “∂+”) or a FULL (“–” and “+”) separation of charge inside an entity.
A “dipole” is a word that strictly speaking should indicate that a full separation of charge into a
positive pole and a negative pole has occurred in a given species, but it does not have that meaning
when chemists choose to use it to indicate that a partial separation of charge has occurred.
A dipole moment consists of the product (i.e. the result of the multiplication) of the size of a charge
and a distance. You are NOT required to know how to calculate (the size of) a dipole moment, but
you are required to know that in a symmetrical molecule, dipole moments can cancel each other out.

The occurrence of a PARTIAL Separation of charge in a Molecular substance
The exact location of an electron at any point in time is purely a random matter. This situation is
exactly the opposite of (for instance) your daily curriculum where you can look up a timetable to see
where you will be at any point in time during the day. Scientists know roughly where any electron is
(e.g. in an Hydrogen atom there is one electron and it resides in the sole orbital of the ‘1s’ sub-shell)
– but scientists cannot say with certainty where any particular electron will be at any given point in
time!14
The electrons in any atom and in any molecule are randomly orbiting their nucleus which is why
scientists cannot say where any particular electron will be at any given point in time. It can thus be
seen that at any one point in time there could be more of the electron cloud on one side (say on
the Right Hand Side, RHS) of the atom (or of the molecule) than there is on the other side of it
(i.e. on the LHS).
If this were to happen, then the RHS of the atom or the molecule (as shown in the diagram overleaf)
would be slightly more negative than the LHS (and this situation is indicated by the use of the signs
“∂– ” and “∂+”), and the atom or molecule would momentarily (or “instantaneously” in the oldfashioned use of the word) be partially polarised i.e. it would then possess a Momentary or an
Instantaneous dipole!

14

I know that my youngest adopted son (who is a Doctor) treats patients in a hospital on a Monday, but I cannot tell you
where in the hospital he will be at any point during the day (and if there had been an emergency he might have had to fly off
to a hospital in Sussex/China/America/Africa/or (for all I know) Mars or the Andromeda Galaxy.
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NB There could be more edd or more of the electron cloud on one side (i.e. on the top/the bottom/ the
back/front/RHS/LHS) of the atom (or the molecule) than there is on any other side of it.
However, please note that this MOMENTARY or Instantaneous Dipole would have occurred
RANDOMLY (i.e. purely by chance).
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Normal edd of a
given atom/molecule
at any ONE point
in time.
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A randomly and evenly distributed edd

An unevenly distributed edd

NB For the brief space of time in which the atom or the molecule has a partial separation of charge
and a dipole, then for that brief moment in time there is no difference between the atom or the
molecule and an entity that has a permanent dipole.
For that brief space of time in which an entity possessing a Momentary or Instantaneous Dipole has
such a dipole, then it is able to do all the things that a Permanent Dipole can do. For example, it can
temporarily induce polarity into another entity. In the diagram below, the middle molecule briefly
takes on a Momentary dipole, and it thus INDUCES polarity into its immediate neighbours.
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into its immediate neighbours
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moment of time in which it takes
on a Momentary or an
Instantaneous dipole

. . .. .

However, as soon as the momentary or instantaneous polarity of the first atom or molecule is lost,
then it would cease to induce polarity into its neighbours.
Let me now point out something very interesting to you. In the diagram above, I have shown what
happens to the two molecules that are positioned one on each side of the middle molecule; but, could
YOU work out what would happen at precisely the same point in time to the molecules that were the
immediate neighbours of those two molecules, and to the immediate neighbours of those molecules,
and to the immediate neighbours of those molecules, and to the immediate neighbours of those
molecules, ........................ and so on!
Please do not carry on reading until you have worked out the answer for yourself.
OK, the answer is that
• if just one single molecule in a group of molecules becomes momentarily and instantaneously
polarised, then
• in a flash EVERY SINGLE OTHER MOLECULE in the whole group of molecules will
immediately have polarity induced into it!
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Isn’t that fantastic! Let me put it this way (and if this does not blow your mind, then nothing ever
will), I do not know how many molecules of water there are in the Pacific Ocean but the number must
be colossal15, but if we were to imagine that the whole of the Pacific Ocean were comprised of
molecules of liquid Oxygen (or liquid Nitrogen, or liquid Hydrogen) and if just one molecule in the
whole of the Pacific Ocean were for one brief moment of time to take on Momentary or
Instantaneous polarity and no other molecule in the ocean were to be momentarily or
instantaneously polarised at that point in time (a situation that is statistically impossible), then
almost immediately every other molecule in the whole of the Pacific Ocean would automatically
acquire Induced polarity!16
Actually, it is even more fantastic than that, because it is not a question of one molecule in a group of
molecules possibly acquiring Instantaneous polarity. The edd of an unpolarised molecule is random
and uniform, therefore every single unpolarised molecule is constantly and continuously experiencing
edd reversals from uniform to non-uniform, and to all intents and purposes therefore, over a period of
a split second, every single molecule always has a separation of charge in it – and this is the secret
of why the molecules in any group of non-polarised molecules stay together instead of flying off
in different directions!

A uniformly distributed electron cloud
The edd (electron density distribution) of an atom or of a molecule is normally random and uniform
(i.e. it is evenly distributed in the areas in which it is located). The whereabouts (or the
approximate location) of the electron cloud in any of the orbitals of an atom is determined by
the shape of the orbital (i.e. by whether it is an ‘s’ orbital/or a ‘p’ orbital/or a ‘d’ orbital/etc, but
within the region defined by that shape, the electron density is distributed in a random and in a
uniform manner – and thus there is no permanent separation of charge within the atom (but there will
always be a momentary separation of charge because the very definition of randomness means that the
edd does not have to be uniform).
The electron density distribution in the ‘s’ orbital of an atom (e.g. in Hydrogen)
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In an atom the edd pattern is normally random and uniform.
[The blue cross represents the nucleus of the atom.]
The representation on the right shows the edd without a defined boundary.

There are three ways in which a partial separation of charge can occur in a Molecular substance.

15

.... “colossal” but NOT “infinite”. There are only as many molecules in the Pacific Ocean as there are. Man may not be able
to count how many there are, but that is not the same as there being no limit to the number of molecules of water in the Pacific
Ocean! The word “infinite” should be used only where it is appropriate. The word “infinite” does not mean “a very large
number”. It means “the number has no end”, “it has no boundary”, “it has no limit”. I am of the opinion that ALL material
things are finite and only non-material things are infinite. I am therefore not happy with the use of the word “infinite” as it is
used by astronomers. Just because human beings do not know the answer to something, then that does NOT mean that the
answer is unknowable. However, I am very happy to use the word “infinite” when it comes to emotions such as love!
16
In fact, the idea of one molecule inducing polarity into the whole of the Pacific Ocean is an unrealistic concept; but, it is a
nice little theoretical concept to play with just to illustrate the idea of Induced polarity!
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Whenever there is a separation of charge there will exist something that chemists call a dipole,
therefore we must talk about the different sorts of Dipoles i.e.
A) Instantaneous, or Momentary17, or Temporary dipoles (the weakest of these three types of dipoles)
B) Induced dipoles, and
C) Permanent dipoles (in molecules such as HCl or CH3Cl or H2SO4), and these are the strongest of these
three types of dipoles)
We must make this distinction because
- Hydrogen bonds, and
- van der Waals’/London/Debye/Keesom forces of attraction18
require an intimate understanding of the above topics.
The Separation of Charge can be divided as follows.

SEPARATION OF CHARGE
|
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
|
|
TOTAL
PARTIAL
(to give an Ionic Substance)
(to give a Molecular Substance)
A) Momentary/Instantaneous
B) Induced
C) Permanent
Separation of charge.

Let us now talk about the
- Momentary (or Instantaneous)
- Induced, and
- Permanent
Separation of Charge which (together with Hydrogen bonding) create Inter-Molecular forces of attraction.

17

In the English that we used many decades (and indeed many centuries) ago, the word “instantaneous” meant
“for a very brief space of time” whereas in modern English it now means “immediately”; and, in modern
English, the word “momentary” now means “for a very brief space of time”. Chemists should therefore stop
using the now very confusing word “instantaneous” and should use the perfectly explanatory and adequate term
“momentary”.
18
cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intermolecular_force I do not intend to get involved in a discussion as to who
did what work on which Inter-molecular Force of Attraction, and I shall refer to all of them as van der Waals’
(vdW) forces of attraction.
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A) A Momentary (or Instantaneous) PARTIAL Separation of Charge
I have now described in some detail how a random and uniform edd constantly and momentarily
assumes a partial separation of charge. It flips constantly from a uniform to a non-uniform edd.
If therefore anything is randomly distributed, then (by very definition) it can be non-uniformly
distributed because if something is random, then there are no rules which must be obeyed – and the
distribution of the electron cloud can and is non-uniformly distributed just as often as it is
uniformly distributed.
When a separation of charge occurs, then the edd of an atom will no longer be uniformly
distributed.

The edd of the atom or the molecule will switch from one orientation to another CONTINUOUSLY,
and when it has switched from uniform to non-uniform, then the separation of charge will create a
dipole (as in the second diagram from the left and in the last two on the right).
There will be non-uniformity just as often as there will be uniformity in the edd, and when a
PARTIAL separation of charge has occurred, then the areas where the edd has clustered will be
labelled “∂–”, and where there is a scarcity of edd that area will be labelled “∂+”.
There will always be a Momentary Partial Separation of Charge and thus a Momentary dipole in
every atom and/or molecule. It is the attraction of these momentarily polarised particles that
keeps such substances together.

B) An Induced PARTIAL separation of charge
A partial separation of charge will occur in all the orbitals of an atom if a polarised entity is placed
near the atom. This is so because a positively charged entity will attract the electron cloud, while a
negatively charged entity will repel the electron cloud. One side of the atom will thus become “∂– ”
and the opposite side will become “∂+” and a partial separation of charge will thus have occurred.
An ionic substance has a permanent separation of charge, therefore the term Induced dipole applies
only to molecular substances – and here a partial separation of charge will exist only while the
inducing agent is close enough to exercise its inducing force.
If we were to put a magnet or a battery19 labelled “A” (cf. overleaf) against or near an unpolarised
molecule labelled “B”, then “B” would become partially polarised for as long as we kept the magnet
or the battery against or near it – and when we took the magnet away, then “B” would no longer be
partially polarised. In other words, “B” would have an induced polarity (and it would have an
Induced Dipole) for so long as the magnet or battery were next to it.

19

A magnet would induce a magnetic field, while a battery would induce an electric field.
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There is now an INDUCED Partial Separation of Charge in the atom or in the molecule
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This is a magnet

NB It is an invariable rule that for every “∂-” area in a species, there must be at least one “∂+” area in that
species. It is a bit like a greedy bloke who has stolen the duvet from his partner in bed. If he is “∂-” (i.e. he
now has more of the duvet/more of the electron cloud), then she must be “∂+” (i.e. she now has less of the
duvet/the electron cloud). If an atom of a highly electronegative element such as Oxygen is bonded to
several atoms of less electronegative elements, then there will be one ∂– atom and several ∂+ atoms.
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Edd of the same molecule when an
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Normal edd of a
given molecule
Entity “B”
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A PARITAL separation of charge in a molecular substance can be either MOMENTARY (and we
have talked about this), or it can be PERMANENT (where its polarity is independent of any other
entity, and we will talk about that in Section C or it can be INDUCED (i.e. where its polarity is
dependent entirely upon the influence of a polarising species or of a polarising field that is nearby20).
To create induced polarity, we could use any entity that has either a partial or a full separation of
charge, and we could use an entity that has (i) a momentary (or instantaneous) dipole or (ii) an
induced dipole or (iii) a permanent dipole!
NB

By now you should be very aware of the difference in meaning of the terms
- TOTAL and PARTIAL separation of charge, and
- Momentary, Induced and Permanent Dipoles.

We can sum up the situation with regard to Induced Dipoles by saying that, if any entity “A” that has
either
- a Total or a Partial dipole, or
- a Momentary/or an Induced/or a Permanent dipole
were to come near to an unpolarised species “B”, then “A” would distort the electron cloud on “B”
and it would create a partial separation of charge in “B”, and “B” would then have an “Induced
Dipole” in it.
NB If you have never played with magnets before, then here are a couple of representations of
magnetic fields.

20

Either a magnetic field (from a magnet) or an electric field (from a battery) will create the induced polarity.
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It is a convention to label the
pole from which the field lines
emerge as “North” and the pole
at which the field lines
converge as “South”.

A magnet (or a battery) will also cause a separation of charge to occur in a molecule in which the
atoms have exactly the same electronegativity (e.g. in O2/H2/N2/F2/Cl2/etc).

C) A Permanent PARTIAL Separation of Charge
A partial separation of charge can also occur naturally inside a molecule if there is a significant
difference in electronegativity between any of the atoms inside the molecule. I am now going to draw
a couple of such molecules for you, and I shall insert all the relevant delta pluses and all the delta
minuses in the molecules.
A Permanent Partial Separation of Charge. The electron clouds that belonged to Sulphur and
Phosphorous have been pulled off them in four different directions. (“∂+ ” means that the atom has
lost some of its electron cloud or some of its edd.)
Sulphuric Acid
∂+

H

∂-

Phosphoric Acid
∂+

∂-

O

O

H
∂O

∂+

S

∂+ ∂-

∂+

H

∂-

O

H O

∂-

O

∂+

P

∂-

O

∂-

H
O

∂+

Next to Fluorine, Oxygen is the second most electronegative element that there is, therefore Oxygen
draws towards itself the electron cloud from the atoms of every element (other than Fluorine) to
which it is bonded.
It really is very important that you should be able to recognise where a separation of charge occurs,
because separation of charge (whether partial or total) is a major cause of reactivity in Chemistry –
and it is very easy to recognise which of two elements is the more electronegative simply by
remembering the two rules for electronegativity viz.
a) the electronegativity of elements increases as you go from Left to Right ACROSS each
Period in the Periodic Table, and
b) the electronegativity of elements increases as you go UP each Group in the Periodic Table.
However, you can always look up a good data book to ascertain the electronegativity values of any
element. Data books usually quote the values calculated by one of the world’s most important/most
famous scientists, Linus Pauling. He lived in the last (the 20th) century, and he was the recipient of
two Nobel Laureates in two separate subjects. The British scientist Fredrick Sanger (who was an
extraordinarily public-spirited scientist) was also the recipient of two Nobel Prizes in Chemistry in
1958 and in 1980 (as was John Bardeen in Physics, and Marie Curie in Chemistry and Physics).
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A permanent dipole will exist where there is a permanent separation of charge i.e. there will be a
permanent dipole in any substance where there are permanent regions of “∂– ” and “∂+” in a
molecular substance, or of “–” and “+” in an ionic substance. For example, HCl in its gaseous form
i.e. HCl (g), is a molecular substance that is always partially polarised, viz H∂+–– Cl∂–(g), and the
molecule HCl (g)21 therefore always has a dipole, i.e. it has a permanent dipole.
In a Molecular substance the separation of charge is PARTIAL, whereas in an Ionic substance
the separation of charge is complete.
This Section has been about
- The separation of charge i.e.
- The Partial separation of charge (in a molecular substance), and
- The Full separation of charge (in an ionic substance), and whenever there is a separation of charge
there will exist something that chemists call a dipole, and it has also been about the different sorts of
Partial Dipoles (that collectively create something called van der Waals’ Forces of Attraction)
i.e.
- Momentary/Instantaneous/Temporary dipoles,
- Induced dipoles, and
- Permanent dipoles
and these will affect Hydrogen bonds, and van der Waals/London/Debye forces of attraction.
Could you now close your eyes and pretend that I am sitting in front of you, and now please tell me
- the difference between a full and a partial separation of charge, and then tell me
- the difference between a Momentary (or Instantaneous) dipole, an Induced dipole, and a
Permanent dipole.
If you cannot (and I strongly suspect that you will not as yet be able to do so) then please could you
re-read this Section again and again and again until you can do so, and I promise you that you WILL
have to read this Chapter again and again and again before you really and truly understand the
concepts herein – but, I also promise you that once you HAVE mastered the concepts herein, then
you will make a very good chemist or if you are going on to do something in the medical field, then
you will understand things like DNA and double helices without any difficulty at all. You will sail
through DNA and RNA with no problem at all.
Think about what I have just said viz. “If you understand all the different bonds and forces of
attraction clearly, then you will pick up DNA and RNA in a flash” – because DNA and RNA are
nothing more than big entities. DNA and RNA are biologically complex but chemically simple. (My
Biology colleagues will burn me at the stake for saying so, but DNA and RNA are about nothing
more complicated than Ribonucleic Acid and Phosphate Groups and chemicals that function as bases
by means of a lone pair of electrons attached to a Nitrogen atom.)

21

In aqueous form it becomes ionised (an Ionic Substance) and it is an electrolyte. That is what Arrhenius’ Doctoral thesis
and Nobel Prize was about.
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Once you understand what a polymer is and how (if you like) the head of one molecule can hold onto
the tail of another molecule, and the Hydrogen bond forces that hold one strand of a double helix onto
the other strand – then that’s it, you’ve cracked DNA. OK, that won’t make you into Francis
Crick/Maurice Wilkins22/James Watson/ Rosalind Franklin/the two (father and son) Braggs/Dorothy
Hodgkin/JD Bernal/Max Perutz/Sir John Kendrew/Sir John Sulston23/Fredrick Sanger (who declined
the offer of a knighthood)/Sir Aaron Klug/John Finch/Ken Holmes/Sydney Brenner/Bill
Astbury/Linus Pauling/Sir Paul Nurse/Venkatraman Ramakrishnan/et alii24), but you will then be able
to begin to understand what these unbelievably clever scientists discovered and why most of them
received Nobel Laureates for their discoveries in this field of Chemistry and/or Biology. (Indeed,
Fredrick Sanger is one of the very few scientists who won TWO Nobel Laureates in the Sciences!)

Hydrogen “bonds”: One of the inter-molecular forces of attraction
For those of you who want to go on and do medicine of some sort (viz. become nurses/pharmacists/
doctors/dentists/etc) then it is imperative that you understand DNA/RNA/chromosomes/genes/
proteins/nucleic acids/etc, so please do assimilate the principle of Hydrogen Bonding because it is one
of the building blocks of many of the above structures e.g. the two backbone-strands of DNA are held
together by HYDROGEN BONDING

Adenine and Thymine are double hydrogen bonded, whereas
Cytosine and Guanine are triple hydrogen bonded
(cf. next page).

22

I used not to like Maurice Wilkins until I came to understand that philosophically his revulsion with the effect of the
atomic bomb (that he had helped to develop in the Manhattan Project) had caused him to believe that all scientific
knowledge should be shared, and that is why he allowed James Watson to rifle through Rosalind Franklin’s drawers while
she was away from King’s – and to this day, Watson has never fully acknowledged his debt of gratitude to Franklin.
Watson is actually a very clever man, and it would cost him absolutely nothing whatsoever to acknowledge that it was
Franklin and Gosling’s X-ray plate (the famous photograph 51) that gave him (and Crick) the key to solving the structure of
the DNA double helix.
23
………... and they had to stand on the shoulders of Rosalind Franklin. Franklin stood on the shoulders of Dorothy
Crowfoot Hodgkin, who stood on the shoulders of Lawrence Bragg, …… and so on. In Science, we all depend on the people
who have paved the way for us to do whatever we do. (You may want to read my blog Participants in the development of
Molecular Biology, UK 1920-1970 at https://chemistry-explained.org/ .)
24
Many of whom were at the Medical Research Council for Molecular Biology (and some of whom were at Peterhouse
Cambridge when Sir John Meurig Thomas was the then Master of the College).
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DeoxyriboNucleic Acid, DNA in a bit more depth
Each of the hydrogen bonded
nucleotides (A-T, and C-G) is called a
“base pair”. A will always go with T
because they are double hydrogen
bonded (whereas C and G are triple
bonded), and the size of the Nitrogenous
Bases is also an important consideration.

<–– Each ribose molecule
is attached at a C3 atom to
the phosphate group above
it, and through a C5 atom
to the phosphate group
below it. This backbone is
thus running in the 3' to 5'
direction.

The bases that are used in DNA are
i) the two PURINES
(Guanine has a “C=O” in it, but Adenine does not)

Please remember that a
skeletal formula does not
normally show the C atoms
nor the H atoms.

and (ii) the two PYRIMIDINES (Cytosine and Thymine).

In the environment
of an animal’s body,
the Phosphate
Groups in DNA can
dissociate their
Protons to become
negatively charged.

Source: Wikimedia (inserts
Mine)

Uracil, in RNA, is also a pyrimidine.

You do not need to know about DNA in this much detail at GCSE Level, but if you want to get into a
Med School, then the earlier that you start to learn about DNA the better. Make it your ambition that
when you get to Med School all your contemporaries will consider you to be ‘effortlessly brilliant’ –
and you will achieve that only by putting a massive amount of EFFORT into your studies.
Hydrogen “bonds” (and van der Waals’ forces of attraction25) are thus the two simplest intermolecular forces of attraction that we now need to study.
Please remember that, by definition, for a bond to form there must be a pair of bonding electrons,
and if no pairs of bonding electrons are involved, then no bond has been formed.
25 I do not intend to attempt to differentiate between the work done by Johannes Diderik van der Waals and Fritz London
and Peter Debye (and all three of them were Nobel Laureates), and I shall call all such collective forces of attraction “vdW
forces of attraction”.
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In an “Hydrogen Bond” a pair of electrons is involved, but they are not so involved that a true “bond”
is formed, therefore “Hydrogen Bonds” are not bonds in the strictest sense of the word – but they
have now been called Hydrogen “Bonds” for so long that chemists just accept this name/ this
nomenclature for this force of attraction.
However, no pairs of electrons are directly involved in van der Waals/London/Debye/Keesom forces
of attraction, therefore van der Waals’ forces of attraction should NOT be called “bonds” at all, and
instead they should be called just plain and simple “forces of attraction”. vdW forces are not bonds.
They are just forces of attraction!

HYDROGEN BONDS
A Hydrogen bond is a type of quasi-bond26 that is created between two molecules each of which has
a permanent dipole/a permanent separation of charge – and the distinguishing features of the
Hydrogen bond are that
i) Hydrogen bonds can be formed only by compounds that contain at least one Hydrogen atom
bonded to either a Fluorine/or an Oxygen/or a Nitrogen atom, (and H bonds will NOT form
with any other elements other than F/or O/or N), and
ii) Hydrogen bonds are formed between an H∂+ species (i.e. one where there is a slightly greater
amount of positive charge on one side of it than on the other) and a Lone Pair of electrons on
the F/or O/or N atom.27
If you were to consult a data book, then you would see that the three most electronegative elements in
the Periodic Table are Fluorine (F)/Oxygen (O)/and Nitrogen (N), and if an atom of any of these three
elements is bonded to an Hydrogen atom, then such an atom will pull or heavily distort the electron
cloud/the electron density distribution (edd) of the lone electron in the Hydrogen atom towards itself.
In fact, so distorted does the edd of the Hydrogen electron become that the Hydrogen atom’s electron
is almost pulled off the Hydrogen atom altogether; and, even though it actually becomes an H∂+
Hydrogen atom, it is almost transformed into an H+ ion!
As it happens, F/O/and N atoms are so greedy/are so electronegative, that the poor little H∂+ atom has
in effect almost lost her electron, therefore she is so desperate to get her electron back that she would
be almost tempted to marry anyone else if he were prepared to give her an electron!28
The situation in effect is a bit like a bloke who never displays any affection for his partner. Would it
be at all surprising if his partner were to be attracted to the first nice bloke who came along and
bought her flowers/chocolates/paid her compliments/took her out to dinner/etc? Similarly, as soon as
an H∂+ atom that is bonded to an F/O/N atom sees a lone pair of electrons on a neighbouring
F–H/O–H/or N–H molecule, then it will be so attracted to that lone pair of electrons that it will form
a quasi-bond with that neighbouring molecule through the lone pair of electrons on that
neighbouring molecule.

26

If this is the first time that you have encountered the Latin word “quasi”, then in English it means “as if”, but it has come
to have the usage “sort of”/”similar to”, therefore in this context, a Hydrogen Bond is a “sort of bond”/it is similar to/it
resembles a proper or a real “bond”.
27
A “lone pair” of electrons is one where the two electrons are NOT involved in a covalent bond. They are therefore often
also referred to as “an unbonded pair of electrons”.
28
The process of attributing a human emotion to a non-human object is called “anthropomorphism”.
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As an example let us look at two neighbouring Water molecules in a beaker of Water. The highly
electronegative O atoms in each of the two water molecules below have almost denuded the two H
atoms of the electrons on the H atoms and have thus made them into H∂+ species, and it is clear from
the way that I have drawn this diagram that the H∂+ atom that I have identified by the arrow will be
highly attracted to the lone pair of electrons on the O∂- atom to the left of it (this O∂– atom being rich
in electron density),

.. ∂-

.. ∂-

∂+

O

O

..

H

..

∂+

H

∂+

∂+

H

H

and the H∂+ atom will thus be sorely tempted to form a bond with that O∂- atom through the lone pair
of electrons on the O∂- atom!29
If a real/a proper covalent bond (and in this case it would be a dative bond) were formed between the
H∂+ atom and the O∂- atom, then clearly scientists would not have had to invent a new name for the
sort of bond that actually forms between the H∂+ atom and the O∂- atom. In fact, a real/a proper bond is
not formed between the H∂+ atom and the O∂- atom, and it is only a quasi-bond (i.e. a “hydrogen
bond”) that is formed.
In the diagram below I have shown five water molecules with Hydrogen bonds between them viz.

∂+

H

∂+

H

∂+

H bond

∂+

H

and the diagram below shows how they may be arranged in space (but it leaves out many of the
Hydrogen bonds that will have been formed in real life).

29

As it happens, EVERY H∂+ atom in water is attracted to every O∂– atom in the water, but each H∂+ atom will be most
attracted to its closest O∂– atom.
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In an exam, if you are asked to draw Hydrogen bonding in Water, or Hydrogen bonding in liquid
Ammonia then please draw your diagrams EXACTLY as I have drawn them below (with all the
“∂+”s and all the “∂-”s in the diagrams! Please do remember that the H bond must always be linked
through one of the lone pairs of electrons on the F/O/or N atom. There is no other way in which a
Hydrogen bond can form.
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An H∂+ atom can bond (via a lone pair of electrons) with the atoms of any of the three elements
F/O/and N, therefore Water molecules can form Hydrogen bonds not just with other Water
molecules but also with say Ammonia molecules (and this it DOES do). In an ‘A’ Level exam if
you are asked to show this, then please draw your diagram EXACTLY as I have drawn it below.
[Please note that if molecules of Water and Ammonia come into contact with each other, then
Hydrogen bonds will be present not just between differing Water molecules and other Water
molecules, and between Ammonia molecules and other Ammonia molecules, but also between Water
molecules and Ammonia molecules.]
An example of how a molecule of Water and a molecule of Ammonia might be hydrogen bonded
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Please remember that a Hydrogen bond
is formed through an H∂+ atom and a
lone pair of electrons.

∂+

H

In the exam, you will lose marks
a) if you do not show the Hydrogen bond going through a lone pair of electrons, and
b) if you do not show all your delta pluses and all your delta minuses.
The Hydrogen bonds could have been formed by any of the H∂+ atoms on the Ammonia molecule and
through either of the lone pairs of electrons on the O∂- atom, but in the exam you do not have a great
deal of time to start thinking “Now, how shall I draw this?”. Instead you need to do bread-and-butter
‘no-brainer’ stuff like this very quickly so that you have enough time to think about the non-standard
intelligent stuff – therefore draw the diagrams just as I have drawn them for you.
Please note that any substance that contains an H atom bonded to an F/O/or N atom will be so
denuded of its electron density that it will form Hydrogen bonds between the molecules of the
substance viz.
Molecule 1

The H bond Molecule 2

F∂-–––––––
O∂-–––––––
N∂-–––––––

H∂+ ||||||||||||||||||| :F /or :O /or :N
H∂+ ||||||||||||||||||| :F /or :O /or :N
H∂+ ||||||||||||||||||| :F /or :O /or :N

The “:” above indicates a lone or an unbonded pair of electrons. In fact, each F atom will have three
unbonded or lone pairs of electrons, and each O atom will have two of them, and each N atom will
have one (but, to keep my diagram simple, I have not shown every single lone pair of electrons).
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F/O/and N are the three most electronegative elements that there are, and it is only F/O/and N atoms
that have sufficient electronegativity to drag the electron cloud almost completely off an H atom and
thus cause H∂+ atoms to be attracted by a lone pair of electrons on the neighbouring F/O/or N atoms.
No other element, I repeat “No other element” is sufficiently electronegative to be able to do what
F/O/and N are able to do.
You will see that Chlorine has the same electronegativity value as Nitrogen – but I promise you that
Chlorine cannot form Hydrogen bonds! There is no such thing as an absolute value for
electronegativity, and Pauling in a sense “made up” his values based on good experiments – but
Pauling’s electronegativity value is not a sufficient guide as to Chlorine’s ability to form Hydrogen
bonds.
Chlorine atoms bonded to Hydrogen atoms (e.g. as in HCl) are not able to form Hydrogen bonds.
Could you please now look at a Hill & Holman in your school library, and go to the Index and look up
“Hydrogen Bonds” – and you will then see clearly the evidence for the material that we have
discussed.
Pauling’s Values of Electronegativities

Source: Oklahoma State University

The examiners used to love to give you something like the following table and ask you to explain the
differences in the Boiling Points involved.
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Source: Unknown (but there are many such charts on the web)
-

The topmost line represents the Boiling Points of H2X compounds in Group VI.
The next line down represents the BPs of HX compounds in Group VII.
The one below it represents the Boiling Points of the XH3 compounds in Group V, and
the bottom line represents the BPs of the XH4 compounds of Group IV.

If you look at the extreme left of each line you will see that the molecules are H2O / HF / and NH3 ,
and thus they involve precisely the three most electronegative elements in the Periodic Table. Their
Boiling Points will thus be higher than the Boiling Points of their counterparts in the same Groups as
they are. Please see that Carbon does not form Hydrogen bonds, therefore CH4 does not have a higher
Boiling Point than the other XH4 compounds in that Group.
NB The larger the number of electrons that there are in a molecule, the larger will the electron cloud
be and thus the greater will the vdW forces be between molecules – and the greater the intermolecular force of attraction, the larger will be the resulting amount of energy needed to break
such forces of attraction (and the higher will the Boiling Point be).

Postscript
That is probably enough as an “Introduction to GCSE Chemistry”. GCSE Chemistry is a doddle.
Work hard and you will waltz through your GCSE Chemistry exams. Once you start to get the hang
of it, you will start hugging yourself with delight at finding out how good a brain you actually have.
You will be in such a good mood when you get home that your parents will think that you have had
an epiphanous experience. (If you do not know what that means, then please look it up on your search
engine.)
Good luck – but remember that “luck” is 99% perspiration and just 1% happenstance. It is only
because you have worked hard and learnt the whole Syllabus forwards/backwards/sideways/and
upside-down that you will need a stroke of good fortune to get questions that do not throw you.
‘Luck’ is merely the difference between getting a mark of 95% and a mark of 100% in your exams.
For most people, “success” is much more about having a pleasing personality and how hard you are
willing to work in order to achieve your ambitions than it is about how big a brain you have.
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